
Maths Year 5 - Area and perimeter w/c 15.06.20

The objectives we are working on this week are:
 To measure and calculate the perimeter of shapes in cm and m. 
 To calculate and compare the area of rectangles, using standard 

units, square centimetres (cm²) and square metres (m²). 

Monday 15  th   June  

Use the links and guide to help you with area and perimeter.   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvmxsbk/articles/zsr4k7h

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks2-as-the-crow-flies-
perimeter-and-area-of-compound-shapes/znn76v4

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zbcnf4j

Now try these questions. If you are still struggling look back at the videos 
and the step by step guide to help you.

Calculate the perimeter and area of these rectangles
1.              10cm               2.      3cm
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 4cm                                             6cm

3.             12cm               4.            11cm
 
 6cm                          7cm

5.            8cm                 6.           9cm

8cm                            
                                 12cm

Complete in your book...
7. Can you draw a shape with a perimeter of 16cm?
8. Can you draw a shape with an area of 16cm²?
9. Can you draw a shape with a perimeter of 36cm?
10.Can you draw a shape with an area of 36cm²?

Tuesday 16  th   June  
Find the perimeter of these shapes. 
How are you going to work out the length of the sides that are missing? 
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Once you have done that, write some top tips for a Year 5 who is 
struggling to find the perimeter of these shapes. 

Think about what needs to be done first and how you can add them up 
correctly. Remember about units of measure!

Wednesday 17  th   June  
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Here is another step by step guide that may support you with working out 
the area of shapes. Use this to help you with working out the area of the 
shapes on the next page. 
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Once you have done that, write some top tips for a Year 5 who is 
struggling to find the area of these shapes. 

Think about what needs to be done first and how you can add them up 
correctly. Remember about units of measure!

Thursday 18  th   June   

Solve these word problems. Remember to read the question and underline
the important information. Also use your top tips to help you!
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Friday 19  th   June  
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Find the area of these compound shapes. Use your top tips to help you!
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Challenge: Can you write your name in bubble writing and work out the 
area and perimeter of each letter? 
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